Name:

Name:
Level 1: With help, I...

sentences
use nouns and verbs

end)
put the events mostly in
order

write common story openings
and endings (one day, the
end)
put the events mostly in
order

write with my ideas mostly
the same

use words about the title
use some describing words
(adjectives)
can say if my writing is a
story, message or a label

repeats key words

AF7 - words

use simple words

attempt to write more than
3 linked sentences, may use
‘and’ often
write simple repeating
sentences
use nouns and verbs
remember some full stops
and capital letters
write common story openings
and endings (one day, the
end)
put the events mostly in
order

write with my ideas mostly
the same

use words about the title
use some describing words
(adjectives)
can say if my writing is a
story, message or a label
use simple words
repeats key words
write most common words

correctly

correctly

try to write single sounds

try to write single sounds

try to write single sounds

which need 2 letters (for
example, ph, th, ey)

which need 2 letters (for
example, ph, th, ey)

AF8 - spelling

write most common words

correctly
AF8 - spelling

AF8 - spelling

write most common words

which need 2 letters (for
example, ph, th, ey)
write enough words that can

be read by someone else

be read by someone else

write most letters correctly

write most letters correctly

write most letters correctly

leave spaces between words

leave spaces between words

leave spaces between words

remember to write some
capital letters
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capital letters
type some of my words
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remember to write some

Handwriting

write enough words that can

be read by someone else

Handwriting

Handwriting

write enough words that can

type some of my words
Total:

and capital letters

AF2 - purpose

repeats key words

AF7 - words

AF7 - words

use simple words

remember some full stops

AF1 - imagination

story, message or a label

AF2 - purpose

AF2 - purpose

can say if my writing is a

use nouns and verbs

linking ideas

(adjectives)

sentences

AF4 - paragraphs,

use some describing words

AF1 - imagination

AF1 - imagination

use words about the title

linking ideas

the same

AF4 - paragraphs,

linking ideas

AF4 - paragraphs,

write with my ideas mostly

write simple repeating

AF3 - structure of text

and endings (one day, the

AF3 - structure of text

AF3 - structure of text

write common story openings

‘and’ often

grammar

and capital letters

grammar

grammar

remember some full stops

3 linked sentences, may use

types of sentences

write simple repeating

attempt to write more than

Level 1: With help, I...
AF5 - writing different AF6 - punctuation and

‘and’ often

types of sentences

3 linked sentences, may use

Level 1: With help, I...
AF5 - writing different AF6 - punctuation and

types of sentences

AF5 - writing different AF6 - punctuation and

attempt to write more than
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capital letters
type some of my words

Demo

Total:

remember to write some

Total:
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